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Experimental observations and theoreti al analysis allow for understanding of the extremely anisotropi magneti properties of ompounds
ErRu2 Si2 and PrRu2 Si2 . The presented here al ulations for TmRu2 Si2
and YbRu2 Si2 reveal that their properties are quite dierent from those
of the Er and Pr ompounds. We have found that a low-temperature ordering of YbRu2 Si2 and a weak ferromagnetism (TC 1K) of TmRu2 Si2
an be obtained by using rystal-eld parameters dire tly re al ulated from
ErRu2 Si2 and PrRu2 Si2 . Moreover, an ee t of the temperature-dependent
rotation of the easy magneti axis in YbRu2 Si2 is predi ted.
PACS numbers: 75.10.Dg, 71.30.+h
1. Introdu tion

Magneti properties of mono rystalline ternary ompounds RRu2 Si2
(R= Pr, Nd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er) are strongly anisotropi . Cal ulations of magneto rystalline anisotropy for ErRu2 Si2 [1℄ and Pr Ru2 Si2 [2℄ were performed.
A well-dened dire tion of the magneti easy axis for these ompounds was
not hanging in the whole temperature range and the magneto rystalline
anisotropy was signi ant. The dire tion and the value of the anisotropy
eld in ase of PrRu2 Si2 and ErRu2 Si2 depends on the rystal eld (CEF)
that has similar values of the oe ients Am
for both ompounds, but yields
n
the dierent dire tions of easy axes [13℄. In this situation the results of the
similar al ulations for TmRu2 Si2 and YbRu2 Si2 are surprising. We have
treated Tm3+ and Yb3+ ions in the same manner as the Er3+ and Pr3+
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ions, but the obtained results are quite dierent from those for the Er and
Pr ompounds. Our al ulations provide the answer to the question: why
YbRu2 Si2 and TmRu2 Si2 have su h low temperature of ordering (Ordering
temperature YbRu2 Si2 in not found and TmRu2 Si2 exhibits a weak ferromagnetism (TC  1 K) [6℄. We have established that these properties
an be evoked by CEF parameters dire tly re al ulated from ErRu2 Si2 and
PrRu2 Si2 . Moreover, an ee t of the temperature-dependent rotation of the
easy magneti axis in YbRu2 Si2 is predi ted.
2. Outline of theory

Our approa h bases on the rystal elds model, that points out that f
atoms partially preserve their atomi properties even be oming the full part
of a solid [8℄. We have attributed the magneti properties of TmRu2 Si2 and
YbRu2 Si2 to be predominantly due to the 4f 12 and 4f 13 ele troni system
of the Tm3+ and Yb3+ ions respe tively [4℄. The used method is based on
a ording to the lo al symmetry of the surroundings of the R ions, whi h
leads to the tetragonal CEF+Zeeman Hamiltonian:
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^ m are Stevens operators, g is Landé
where Bnm are CEF parameters, O
J
n
fa tor, ext is the external magneti eld. The values of total momentum
quantum numbers
of the R ions are 6 and 27 for Tm3+ and Yb3+ ions,
respe tively. The details of the al ulations of the magneti properties are
explained in Ref. [9℄. The main idea of the theoreti al estimation of the
properties of the onsidered ompounds is possibility of the sele tion of the
CEF parameters for the YbRu2 Si2 and TmRu2 Si2 a ording to parameters
established for ErRu2 Si2 and PrRu2 Si2 [13℄. Dire t re al ulation from it
a ording to
base at the subtra tion of the lo al-potentials oe ients Am
n
the formula:

B

J

Bnm = Am
r4nf n ;
n
D E
where the r4nf is average of n-power of radius of the 4f shell and n
are the s aling parameter, Stevens oe ients, dependent on the number
of 4f ele trons. The values of n an be found in [7℄. Coe ients Am
n
arry information of the potential of the lo al environment of rare ions in
the rystal stru ture. We assume that proper values of Am
should be similar
n
for the whole family of ompounds RRu2 Si2 .
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3. Results for TmRu2 Si2

The main properties of 3 lowest lying states are olle ted in Table I.
Independently of the used set of parameters (re al ulated from ErRu2 Si2
or PrRu2 Si2 ), pra ti ally the same energy stru ture has been found: the
TABLE I
Sets of CEF parameters for TmRu2 Si2 and YbRu2 Si2 together with the magneti
hara teristi s of 3 lowest states. g.s. denotes the ground state, 1st , 2nd e.s. denote
the rst and se ond ex ited states, hJx i and hJz i are the expe tation values of x
and z omponents of the total angular momentum J ; K-doublet and nk-doublet
denote Kramers and non-Kramers doublet, Æ1 and Æ2 are energies of the ex ited
states with respe t to the ground state, m(B ) is the magneti moment at 1 K in
the external eld B .

PrRu2Si2
Bnm

Anm

Bnm

Anm

- 22.0 K
+ 220 mK
- 12 mK
+ 200 mK
-45 mK

-2
+867 K/a0
-4
-88.2 K/a0
-6
-11 K/a0
-4
- 80.2 K/a0
-6
- 39 K/a0

+ 1.6 K
- 5.0 mK
- 5 µK
- 4.5 mK
- 0.52 mK

+ 870 K/a0
-4
- 88 K/a0
-6
-0.5 K/a0
-4
- 80 K/a0
-6
- 50 K/a0

Recalculated
parameters

Properties

Recalculated
parameters

Properties

n m
2
4
6
4
6

0
0
0
4
4

TmRu2Si2

B 20 =+6.0 K
B

0
=-16.9
4

mK

B =+256 µK
0
6

B 44 =-15.4 mK

B

YbRu2Si2

ErRu2Si2

4
=+0.96
6

mK

easy axis: [1 0 0]

mz(6T)=0.00µB/ion
mx(6T)=2.8µB/ion
g.s.- Singlet
<Jz>=<Jx>=0.00.
1st e.s.- n-K doublet
1 = 74 K (INS visible)
<Jz>=±0.85, <Jx>=0.00.
2nd e.s.- singlet
2 = 222K (INS visible)
<Jz>=<Jx>=0.00.

B 20 =+6.0 K
B

0
=-16.9
4

mK

B =+12 µK
0
6

B 44 =-15.4 mK

B

4
=+1.27
6

mK

B 20 =+18.1 K

easy axis: [? ? ?]
mz(6T)=1.64µB/ion
mx(6T)=0.94µB/ion

B 20 =+18.4 K

B 40 =+166 mK

mz(30T)=1.67µB/ion
mx(30T)=1.78µB/ion

B 40 =+167 mK

B 60 =-6.12 mK

g.s.- K-doublet
<Jz>=±1.63, <Jx>=±0.55.

B 60 =-0.292 mK

B

4
=+151
4

mK

1st e.s.- K-doublet
1 = 123K (INS visible)
<Jz>=±0.57, <Jx>=±2.28.
2 e.s.- K-doublet
(INS visible)
2 = 235K
<Jz>=±2.77, <Jx>=±2.29.

easy axis: [1 0 0]

mz(6T)=0.01µB/ion

mx(6T)=4.5µB/ion
g.s. -Singlet
<Jz>=<Jx>=0.00.

1st e.s.- n-K dublet
1 = 33.8 K (INS visible)
<Jz>=±0.68, <Jx>=0.00.
2nd e.s.- singlet
2 = 98.7K (INS visible)
<Jz>=<Jx>=0.00.

easy axis: [? ? ?]

mz(6T)=1.45 µB/ion

mx(6T)=1.86 µB/ion

B

4
=+150
4

g.s.- K-doublet
<Jz>=±1.39, <Jx>=±1.05.
1st e.s.- K-doublet
1 = 24.9 K (INS visible)
<Jz>=±0.57, <Jx>=±2.26.

mK

nd

B 64 =-22.9 mK

-2

B 64 =-30.4 mK

2nd e.s.- K-doublet
2 = 146.4 K (INS visible)
<Jz>=±2.53, <Jx>=±1.02.
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singlet ground state and a non-Kramers doublet as the 1st ex ited state.
Su h onguration is hard to polarize magneti ally by the me hanism found
in PrRu2 Si2 [1℄. In the ase of TmRu2 Si2 the external eld of 6T parallel
to the lo al x-axis (easy axis) indu es only 0.4 of the Tm3+ full moment of
7B . Thus, a ording to us, this ina tive singlet ground state is the reason
for the low-temperature ordering of TmRu2 Si2 .

4. Results for YbRu2 Si2

magnetic moment m (

B

/ f-ion)

For the Yb3+ ion the re al ulated CEF parameters yield the energy
s heme with intriguing properties. For both sets of CEF parameters the 1st
ex ited Kramers doublet has the opposite dire tion of the magneti moment
than the Kramers-doublet ground state. Moreover, the moment of the exited state is mu h larger than that in the ground state (Fig. 1). Su h a
situation auses rotation of the easy magneti axis with the in reasing temperature from the dire tion [1 0 0 ℄ (or [0 1 0℄) to [0 0 1℄ when the ex ited
state be omes populated. The omputer simulation of the inuen e of the
external magneti eld reveals the rossing of the magnetization urves for
dierent dire tions. It means that the easy magneti axis hanges with the
eld. The rotation eld BR depends on the hosen set of the parameters (real ulated from ErRu2 Si2 or PrRu2 Si2 ). Su h rotation of the easy magneti
axis of the Yb3+ ion prevents, the formation of the long-range magneti
order in YbRu2 Si2 .
2.5

BR

YbRu2Si2 BR

2.0

T = 1.0 K

m[1 0 0]
1.5

m[1 0 0]

m[0 0 1]
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For the set of parameters
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For the set of parameters
recalculated from: PrRu2Si2
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Fig. 1. Magnetization urves of YbRu2 Si2 in applied elds along 2 main dire tions.

BR is the rotation eld.
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5. Con lusions

Magneti properties of TmRu2 Si2 and YbRu2 Si2 have been dis ussed.
Our results reveal the reason for the extremely low ordering temperature of
these ompounds. The isolated singlet for TmRu2 Si2 and the rotating easy
axis in YbRu2 Si2 ould be studied further, both theoreti ally and experimentally. This work is only the starting point towards the understanding
these ompounds. The nal evaluation of the ne ele troni stru ture of
these ompounds will be possible on e the inelasti neutron s attering for
TmRu2 Si2 and YbRu2 Si2 are arried out.
Computations were performed with the help of the omputer pa kage
BIREC 1.5 for Windows developed by Center for Solid State Physi s Ltd [6℄.
This work was supported by KBN, proje t no. 2 PO3B 134 22.
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